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Our vision
To be the chosen partner trusted to provide 
leadership to the global shipping industry.

Our mission
To be at the forefront of global developments in shipping, 
providing expert knowledge and practical advice to safeguard 
and add value to our members’ businesses.



Our strength in numbers
• 3 locations – Shanghai, Singapore and Copenhagen

• 50+ staff – 13 nationalities 

• 10,000 enquiries per year

• 30,000 followers on social media (Twitter, LinkedIn, 
WeChat, Facebook)

• over 3 million page views on the BIMCO website 
each year

• represent more than half of the world’s tonnage in 
total - over 1 billion DWT and growing 

• 2,100 members in over 120 countries including 
around 800 owners representing all sectors. 



BIMCO’s 4 core services 

Products

• Contracts 
and clauses

• IDEA
• Shipping 

KPI
• Publications

Training

• eLearning
• Face-to-

face 
courses

• Webinars
• Tailor-

made 
courses

Regulation

• NGO at 
IMO

• Regular 
engage-
ment with 
regional 
regulators

Information & advice

Ships
• Technical 
• Environmental
• Safety
• Security

Commercial
• Chartering support
• Port and cargo 

databases
• Credit risk
• Debt recovery
• Fraud alerts
• Market analysis



Cyber attack

• A ship is an independent unit and a cyber attack may 
compromise the safety of that ship, the marine environment 
and to some extent, the business continuity and reputation of 
the owner



2016 Survey 



Vulnerabilities onboard ships

Lack of access-control to 
computers and networks

Lack of intrusion 
detection

Obsolete operating
systems

Lack of cyber security 
and safety policies

Outdated/unpatched 
software

Low quality hardware 
used to construct 
networks

Networks not segregated



Ways to protect your ship



Motivation and objectives



Ships fooled in GPS spoofing attack suggest Russian cyberweapon

GPS signals of 20 ships in the Black Sea were hacked to indicate they were 32km inland

Reports of satellite navigation problems in the Black Sea suggest that Russia may be testing a new 
system for spoofing GPS, New Scientist has learned. This could be the first hint of a new form of 
electronic warfare available to everyone from rogue nation states to petty criminals.
On 22 June, the US Maritime Administration filed a seemingly bland incident report. The master of 
a ship off the Russian port of Novorossiysk had discovered his GPS put him in the wrong spot –
more than 32 kilometres inland, at Gelendzhik Airport.
After checking the navigation equipment was working properly, the captain contacted other nearby 
ships. Their AIS traces – signals from the automatic identification system used to track vessels –
placed them all at the same airport. At least 20 ships were affected.

http://maritime-executive.com/editorials/mass-gps-spoofing-attack-in-black-sea










• Guidelines accepted by shipowners, classification 
societies, and IMO, so only minor amendments

• Annex regarding onboard networks clarified
• More details added to the layered approach
• Additional guidance on the ship shore interface 
• Remote software maintenance guidance
• Insurance issues

2017 additions



Keep unauthorised software away from ship systems!

• Scan for viruses and malware before you connect 
authorised USB memory sticks to onboard OT and other 
networked systems
• Personal laptops, tablets, USB memory sticks or phones 
must not be connected to onboard operational systems

Potential threats



Be prepared

• Keep your crew and any passengers safe – train in 
what to do if important OT systems do not work
• Know where to get IT and OT assistance
• Report suspicious or unusual problems experienced 
on IT and OT systems

Incidents



Be in control

• Use new passwords every time you sign on to a ship
• Choose complex or randomly generated passwords with 
num6er5s, $ymbo!s, and some CaPiTaL letters. Be careful, 
you  have to be able to remember them
• Keep your user names and passwords to yourself
• Update default user passwords and delete passwords of
colleagues who have left the ship

Password protection



Be vigilant when you communicate

• Only open emails or open attachments from senders 
that you know and trust
• Know what to do with suspicious emails
• Think before you share information on social media or 
personal email about your company, job, ship or the crew

Suspicious activity







IMO decision

• In many cases, the existing contingency plans can be used if the 
ship is cyber compromised

• The ISM Code is the natural regulatory framework for cyber risk 
assessments as it is already included the assessment of 
identified risks to ships, personnel and the environment 

• Member governments asked to ensure that cyber risks are 
appropriately addressed in Safety Management Systems no 
later than the first annual verification of the Document of 
Compliance after 1 January 2021 (audit and PSC from 2022)



The industry has just started – what is 
next?

• Continue to build awareness – shipowners can learn from 
incidents

• Owners should implement cyber guidelines
• Commercial cyber security considerations may come – risk 

assessment of business partners
• Ships should be built with cyber secure networks/components 

and use contemporary software – IACS cyber panel and 
manufacturers ongoing studies

• Software maintenance standard to be taken to ISO



Thank you!

Contact BIMCO at

www.bimco.org

Questions?


